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We show that surface solitons in the one-dimensional nonlinear Schrödinger equation with truncated complex periodic po-
tential can be stabilized by linear homogeneous losses, which are necessary to balance gain in the near-surface channel aris-
ing from the imaginary part of potential. Such solitons become stable attractors when the strength of homogeneous losses ac-
quires values from a limited interval and they exist in focusing and defocusing media. The domains of stability of surface 
solitons shrink with increase of the amplitude of imaginary part of complex potential. © 2012 Optical Society of America 
OCIS Codes: 190.4360, 190.6135 
The evolution of nonlinear excitations in complex-
valued external potentials attracts considerable attention. 
A separate place among such potentials is occupied by -
symmetric periodic structures that may support stable 
soliton families despite periodic alternation of spatial do-
mains with linear [1-4] or nonlinear [5-7] gain and losses. 
The truncation of such potentials breaks their symmetry 
and prohibits the formation of stationary states, at least 
around the edge of potential. Another interesting class of 
complex potentials is represented by structures where 
linear gain acts only in one or several localized spots, 
while real part of potential may be periodic. Such poten-
tials support dissipative solitons if additional nonlinear 
losses compensate localized gain [8-11]. Notice that in 
sharp contrast to -symmetric structures the truncation 
of such potentials still allows existence of stationary states 
even around the edge of potential if gain also acts around 
its edge [12]. 
Surface solitons [13,14] that may form at the edge of 
truncated periodic lattices were first thoroughly investi-
gated in conservative systems. Such states were suggest-
ed in [15] and subsequently observed in one- and two-
dimensional settings, in both focusing and defocusing me-
dia [16-21]. Distinctive feature of surface solitons is the 
existence of threshold power required for their formation 
that can be made relatively low in potentials with shallow 
refractive index modulation. At the same time surface 
solitons in complex potentials were studied only in set-
tings where gain arising from imaginary part of potential 
is compensated by nonlinear losses [12], i.e. only in sys-
tems where several dissipative mechanisms compete with 
each other, as in Ginzburg-Landau equation [22]. Stable 
surface states in settings with only linear gain and losses 
were not reported so far. 
In this Letter we show that such solitons may form at 
the edge of truncated periodic complex potential in the 
presence of homogeneous losses in the region occupied by 
potential. Such solitons are stable attractors and they can 
form in both focusing and defocusing media. 
We describe the propagation of light beam along the in-
terface of complex-valued potential with the nonlinear 
Schrödinger equation for the light field amplitude q : 
 2 22 r r i i1 ( ) [ ( ) ] ( ) ,2
q qi q q p R i p R H q    
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where ,   are the normalized transverse and longitudi-
nal coordinates, respectively; 1    corresponds to focus-
ing/defocusing nonlinearity; r i,p p  are the amplitudes of 
real and imaginary parts of potential; 0   is the coeffi-
cient of losses; ( ) 0H    for 0   and ( ) 1H    for 0  ; 
the functions 2r ( ) cos ( )R     and i ( ) sin(2 )R     de-
scribe real and imaginary parts of truncated potential. 
Further we set r 4p  , 1   and vary ip  and  . 
For 0   and without truncation complex potential 
r r i i( ) ( )p R ip R   is -symmetric. Thus, it can support 
soliton families r i( , ) [ ( ) ( )]exp( )q w iw ib      , whose 
properties are determined by the propagation constant b , 
like in conservative systems [1,2]. The truncation of po-
tential breaks its symmetry and stationary solitons can-
not be found anymore in the vicinity of the edge of poten-
tial. The central result of this Letter is that such solutions 
become possible in the presence of homogeneous losses 
acting in the region 0  . Such solitons are truly dissipa-
tive and they become stable attractors (in contrast to soli-
tons in -symmetric lattices) for certain values of  . In 
order to find them we used Newton method with zero 
boundary conditions for the field r,i 0w   , supplied by the energy balance condition, which is necessary since b  
is not a free parameter like in standard approaches for 
calculation of soliton shapes in conservative media [23]. 
To analyze their stability we write perturbed soliton solu-
tions as r i( , ) [ ( )exp( )]exp( )q w iw u iv ib       , where 
,u v  are real and imaginary parts of small perturbation 
satisfying , 0u v   , substitute them into Eq. (1) and obtain the linear eigenvalue problem: 
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that was solved with standard eigenvalue solver providing 
eigenvalues (perturbation growth rates  ) for various  . 
 
Fig. 1. (Colour online) Field modulus distribution (blue curves) for 
surface solitons in defocusing medium at 0.6224    and i 1p   
(a) and 0.9590    at i 1.5p   (b). Field modulus distribution 
for surface soliton in focusing medium at 0.6671    and i 1p   
(c). Real r rp R  (curves 1) and imaginary i ip R   (curves 2) parts 
of potential were downscaled for illustrative purposes. 
The representative examples of surface solitons are 
shown in Fig. 1. They exist in both defocusing [Figs. 1(a) 
and 1(b)] and focusing [Fig. 1(c)] media. Such solitons with 
r i, 0w w   are characterized by complex internal energy 
flows, since gain in the system must be integrally com-
pensated by losses. Physically, the truncation of potential 
creates negative surface defect (the area of surface chan-
nel is decreased in comparison with areas of other chan-
nels), that leads to beam expulsion into the depth of po-
tential. At the same time, the truncation is performed in 
such way, that imaginary part i ip R  of potential yields 
gain in the surface channel stimulating near-surface local-
ization in combination with nonlinearity. Near-surface 
gain can be partially compensated by uniform losses   
and stable balance becomes possible between two compet-
ing effects mentioned above. While the field of soliton in 
focusing medium does not change its sign, in defocusing 
medium solitons feature oscillating tails indicating on the 
fact that such states are formed due to Bragg reflection 
from periodic structure. The parameters of solitons are 
fully determined by the strength of losses  . The energy 
flow 2 2r i( )U w w d   of soliton in focusing medium monotonically decreases with decrease of   [Fig. 2(a)]. 
When losses become too strong surface solitons cease to 
exist - in lower cutoff low   the tangential line to de-
pendence ( )U   becomes vertical. Increase of   is accom-
panied by the growth of peak amplitude and progressive 
light localization in the surface channel. In defocusing 
medium U  also grows with increase of   but in addition 
to lower cutoff there exists also upper cutoff upp  [Fig. 
2(a)]. In upper cutoff b  value for surface soliton ap-
proaches zero [Fig. 2(b)] that is accompanied by drastic 
expansion of soliton into uniform medium [Fig. 1(b)]. In 
defocusing medium b  decreases with increase of  , in 
contrast to focusing medium. While in focusing medium 
weakest localization is achieved at low  , in defocusing 
medium low-energy solitons may be very well localized. 
The localization at low   is determined by the ampli-
tude ip  of imaginary part of potential. When ip  is small 
soliton drastically expands into the depth of potential for 
any  , while for large ip  values the solitons are well lo-
calized at 0   (although they may expand into uniform 
medium). Fig. 2(a) reveals a striking difference between 
solitons in focusing and defocusing media: in focusing me-
dium stable solitons exist above certain energy flow 
threshold, while in defocusing medium they exist even for 
0U  . The latter fact indicates on the existence of linear 
guided mode, i.e. on possibility of "gain-guiding" modified 
by Bragg reflection from the lattice for unique value of  . 
Lower cutoffs low  for soliton existence almost coincide in 
focusing and defocusing media and they monotonically 
decrease with increase of ip  [Fig. 2(c)]. 
 
Fig. 2. Energy flow (a) and propagation constant (b) of surface 
soliton vs   in focusing (curves labeled with f f,U b ) and defocus-
ing (curves labeled d d,U b ) media at i 1p  . Circles correspond to 
solitons in Figs. 1(a),(c). (c) Lower border of existence domain for 
surface solitons in focusing medium as a function of ip . 
The central issue is the stability of surface solitons (Fig. 
3). Stability analysis indicates that in focusing medium 
surface solitons can be stable in the domain adjacent to 
cutoff, i.e. for crl cru    . Stability domain is depicted in 
Fig. 3(a) on the plane i( , )p  , where we subtracted cutoff 
low  from   value for convenience. If losses are too weak, 
the solitons become unstable [a typical dependence ( )   
is shown in Fig. 3(c)]. At small and moderate ip  values 
the lower boundary of stability domain crl  coincides with 
cutoff low . At high ip  values the instability domain ap-
pears also close to cutoff and for i 3.24p   [this value is 
indicated by circle in Fig. 3(a)] the entire soliton family 
becomes unstable. Although in terms of   the stability 
domain is narrow, the soliton's energy flow within this 
domain varies dramatically. In defocusing medium the 
entire soliton family is usually stable, i.e. stability domain 
is given by low upp     [Fig. 3(b)]. Only when i 0p   a 
narrow instability domain appears near upper cutoff. The 
domain of stability slowly shrinks with increase of ip . 
 
Fig. 3. Domains of stability for surface solitons in focusing (a) and 
defocusing (b) medium on the plane i( , )p  . In focusing medium 
solitons are stable in the area between curves cru low   and 
crl low  , while in defocusing medium solitons are stable in the 
area below curve upp low  . (c) Real part of perturbation growth 
rate versus   for soliton in focusing medium at i 1p  . 
 
Fig. 4. (Colour online) Stable propagation of surface soliton in 
defocusing medium at 0.3249   , i 0.6p   (a) and growth of 
peak amplitude of unstable soliton in focusing medium at 
1.2030   , i 2.0p   (b). 
The example of stable propagation of perturbed surface 
soliton in defocusing medium is shown in Fig. 4(a). The 
field of such soliton considerably penetrates into the depth 
of potential. Despite strong perturbation the soliton re-
tains its structure over indefinitely long distances. Be-
cause stable solutions reported here are attractors, they 
can be excited with various input beams even if they 
shifted into uniform medium or into the depth of potential. 
The perturbed solitons belonging to unstable branches are 
destroyed upon propagation. Usually the development of 
instability results in progressively growing oscillations of 
soliton center and rapid growth of peak amplitude [see 
example for focusing medium in Fig. 4(b)]. 
Summarizing, we showed that truncated periodic com-
plex potentials with homogeneous losses can support sta-
ble surface solitons in both focusing and defocusing media. 
These results can be extended to other physical settings 
and geometries, including two-dimensional complex po-
tentials where similar stable states may form. 
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